The empirical literature on the determinants of cross-country differences in long-run development is characterized by the ingenious nature of many of the instruments used. However, scepticism remains about their ability to provide a valid basis for causal inference. This paper examines the extent to which explicit consideration of the statistical adequacy of the underlying reduced form (RF), which provides an embedding framework for the structural equations, can usefully complement economic theory as a basis for assessing instrument choice in the fundamental determinants literature. Diagnostic testing of RFs in influential studies reveals evidence of model misspecification, with parameter non-constancy and spatial dependence of the residuals almost ubiquitous. This feature, surprisingly not previously identified, potentially undermines inferences about the structural parameters, such as the quantitative and statistical significance of different fundamental determinants. 
Introduction
Interpreting patterns of causation from growth regressions is fraught with difficulties. By the nature of the process of economic growth, key variables such as income per capita, human capital, physical capital and technology are interrelated and jointly determined.
1 One response is to step back from the evaluation of the effects of the 'proximate' determinants of economic growth, such as technological change and accumulation of physical and human capital, to investigate the 'deeper', more fundamental, determinants of long-term growth and development. The search for fundamental determinants has concentrated on relatively slowly changing factors that have a pervasive effect on economies over long periods, with the initial focus on the relative importance of institutions and geography, and, more recently, history, biology and culture Wacziarg, 2013, 2014) . Whether a variable is considered to be exogenous or endogenous has not, however, been used as a criterion to distinguish proximate from fundamental determinants. For example, whereas many aspects of geography, history and biology are temporally predetermined, institutions are more obviously endogenous, if only because more highly developed economies can demand and afford better quality institutions.
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Consequently, widespread use of instrumental variables (IV) estimation, more specifically two-stage least squares (2SLS), is a defining feature of the literature examining the fundamental determinants of cross-country differences in long-run development. As the Economist (2006, p.84) pointedly observes, "all of the fun in the recent spate of papers is in the instruments themselves. Economists are outdoing each other with ever more curious instruments, ranging from lethal mosquitoes [Sachs, 2003 ] to heirless maharajahs [Iyer, 2010] , or … wind speeds and sea currents [Feyrer and Sacerdote, 2009 ] … [i]ndeed, 'reverse causality', which was once a frustrating problem, is now seen as a chance to demonstrate ingenuity".
Despite the ingenious nature of many of these instruments, there is scepticism about their ability to provide a convincing basis for causal inference. Durlauf et al. (2005, p.638 ) express this view forcefully: "… the belief that it is easy to identify valid instrumental variables in the growth context is deeply mistaken. We regard many applications of instrumental variable procedures in the empirical growth literature to be undermined by the failure to address properly the question of whether these instruments are valid, i.e., whether they may be plausibly argued to be uncorrelated with the error term in a growth regression".
Justification of instrument validity conventionally relies on 'telling a good story' and on the a priori degree of realism of any counter-example (Frankel, 2003) . This is usually supported by reporting results of tests of overidentifying restrictions, which cannot test the validity of the overall instrumentation strategy. Concerns about the validity and relevance of instruments have led to practical suggestions for strengthening the basis for causal inference based on IV estimation (e.g., Murray, 2006; Angrist and Pischke, 2009; Bazzi and Clemens, 2013; Kraay, 2015) , but these focus mainly on assessing the plausibility of estimates or addressing weak instrumentation.
The aim of this paper is to apply the approach proposed by Spanos (1990 Spanos ( , 2006 Spanos ( , 2007 Spanos ( , 2015 to focus more attention on the statistical dimensions of the instrumentation strategies used in the fundamental determinants literature, as a complement to assessing instrument choice primarily on the basis of economic theory. Spanos' approach highlights the statistical underpinnings of IV estimation by explicit consideration of the implicit reduced form (RF) as the statistical model that summarizes the information in the observed data. He emphasizes the desirability of probing the statistical adequacy of the RF (i.e., whether the probabilistic assumptions are valid for the data) by misspecification testing. This step is a prerequisite for testing overidentification restrictions and whether instruments are weak, and, ultimately, for reliable inference on structural parameters. In contrast, standard practice in the application of 2SLS estimation in the fundamental determinants literature is to focus on these latter characteristics and ignore the statistical adequacy of the overall framework.
Section 2 contains an overview of the nature of the instruments used in the literature on the fundamental determinants of comparative development. Section 3 discusses the contributions of theory and statistics in devising valid instrumentation strategies in this context and outlines Spanos' arguments on the role of the RF. Section 4 outlines the tests used to assess the statistical adequacy of RFs and Section 5 reports results for a representative selection of influential studies. Section 6 concludes.
Ingenious instruments for fundamental determinants of economic development
Empirical studies in the fundamental determinants literature use parsimonious models to evaluate the relevance of different fundamental determinants in explaining cross-country variation in levels of long-run economic development, usually measured by income per capita. Most of the earlier studies focus on competing claims about the primacy of the quality of institutions (Hall and Jones, 1999; Acemoglu et al., 2001 Acemoglu et al., , 2002 Easterly and Levine, 2003; Rodrik et al., 2004) versus the role of geographical endowments (Bloom and Sachs, 1998; Gallup et al., 1999; Sachs, 2003; Olsson and Hibbs, 2005) . The multiple mechanisms by which geography and institutions can affect income are discussed in detail in many of the original papers and later reviews (Easterly and Levine, 2003; Rodrik et al., 2004; Acemoglu et al., 2005; Olsson, 2005; Spolaore and Wacziarg, 2013) ; the following comments, therefore, concentrate on the nature of the instruments used in this literature.
Institutional quality is likely to be endogenous as an explanatory variable in a model explaining income per capita for several reasons: reverse causality (higher levels of income per capita provide the resources to enhance institutional quality), omitted variables correlated with both income and institutions, and measurement error. Finding appropriate instruments for institutions is therefore a priority in order to obtain consistent estimates of the partial effect of institutions on income per capita. In contrast, it has been argued that geography is "as exogenous a determinant as an economist can ever hope to get" (Rodrik et al., 2004, p. 133) . However, the predetermined nature of variables reflecting aspects of geography (or biology or history) does not necessarily imply they are exogenous, i.e., orthogonal to the error term in the structural model. Error terms in models fitted to observational data are 'derived' variables, reflecting model specification (Hendry and Nielsen, 2007, p.160) . Consequently, omitted relevant explanatory variables correlated with geographical, biological or historical variables may induce econometric endogeneity, and hence potential bias and inconsistency. In a similar vein, Deaton (2010, p.431) emphasizes the crucial difference between exogenous variables and variables that are 'external' (i.e., not caused by variables in the model):
" [w] hether any of these instruments is exogenous (or satisfies the exclusion restrictions)
depends on the specification of the equation of interest and is not guaranteed by its externality" (emphasis in original). Hall and Jones (1999) , in an early empirical contribution demonstrating the importance of institutional quality, choose their instruments for institutional quality on the basis that societies more strongly influenced by Western Europeans were more likely to adopt favourable institutions. Their proxies for Western European influence include absolute latitude as a measure of distance from the equator (as Western Europeans were attracted to colonies with climates similar to their home countries), the fraction of the population speaking one of the five major Western European languages as their first language, and the fraction speaking English as their first language. Their identification strategy relies on these variables being correlated with their measure of institutional quality but having no direct effect on current output per worker (especially for latitude) and not reflecting targeting of Western influence to areas with higher present-day output per worker (especially for the language fractions). Acemoglu et al. (2001) , in the most influential and highly cited study in the fundamental determinants literature, instrument institutional quality, specifically the strength of property rights, using historical European settler mortality. Favourable disease environments (lower settler mortality) initially led to 'settler colonies' with higher-quality institutions (including political and property rights for the bulk of the population), whereas unfavourable disease environments (higher settler mortality) led to 'extractive colonies' with poorer-quality institutions geared to expropriating returns from local resources. The persistence of institutions after colonization led to these choices having long-lasting effects on current institutions and current living standards. Acemoglu et al. (2001 Acemoglu et al. ( , 2002 argue that settler mortality satisfies the required exclusion restriction for a valid instrument because the effect of historical disease environment on current living standards is entirely indirect, via its effect on historical and current institutions. The restriction would be questionable, however, if historical and current disease environments are correlated and the latter has a direct effect not controlled for in the model, or if institutional quality is correlated with other persistent settler characteristics (e.g., human capital or culture) that have important impacts on development.
Whereas Acemoglu et al. (2001 Acemoglu et al. ( , 2002 focus on the disease environment, Engerman and Sokoloff (1997) emphasize mineral and crop endowments as the driving force behind the mode of colonization. Abundance of minerals and of crops such as sugarcane, tobacco and cotton, combined with high indigenous population density, encouraged the use of plantation agriculture and slave labour to exploit economies of scale, and led to inequality and poorquality institutions. In contrast, endowments suited to grain and livestock, combined with sparse population, promoted more egalitarian family farming, development of a sizeable middle class and good-quality institutions. Thus, a distinctive aspect of Easterly and Levine's (2003) instrumentation strategy is the inclusion of a set of crop and mineral endowment dummies (in addition to settler mortality and latitude). Similarly, Easterly (2007) proposes the ratio of the share of arable land suitable for growing wheat to the corresponding share suitable for growing sugarcane as the basis for an instrument for inequality.
Several of the early empirical studies (Acemoglu et al., 2001; Easterly and Levine, 2003; and Rodrik et al., 2004) conclude that geographic conditions affect development purely via their effect on institutions; after controlling for institutional quality, geography appears to have little direct effect on income. In response, Sachs (2003) shows that a measure of malaria transmission is statistically significant when added to representative specifications from these three studies, implying that geographical variables have a direct, as well as an indirect, effect, on GDP per capita. 3 Because richer countries can marshal more resources to eradicate malaria, malarial risk is treated as endogenous, so Sachs adds an index of malarial ecology based on external bio-geographical variables (temperature, mosquito abundance and vector specificity) to his set of instruments. Bockstette et al. (2002) propose state antiquity, measuring the historical depth of experience with state-level institutions, as a possible instrument for institutional quality and demonstrate its positive association with Hall and Jones' (1999) measure of institutional quality. More recently, it has been included in equations explaining income per capita or population density as a potential historical fundamental determinant (Chanda and Putterman, 2007; Putterman and Weil, 2010) . Classification of legal origin, especially English common law versus French civil law, has been widely used as an instrument for institutional quality and financial market development, with common law regarded as providing greater protection for investors' rights (La Porta et al., 1999) . Measures of ethnolinguistic diversity of populations have been used to instrument for corruption, or institutions more broadly (Mauro, 1995) . However, legal origin, ethnolinguistic fractionalization and other instruments (such as latitude and whether a country is landlocked) are also frequently included as control variables in fundamental determinants regressions, especially when checking robustness (e.g., Easterly and Levine, 2003, 2013) . Whether a variable is used as an instrument or included as a control variable is therefore often not consistent across different studies (Bazzi and Clemens, 2013 Recent studies emphasize the effects of genetic diversity (Ashraf and Galor, 2013) and genetic distance Wacziarg, 2009, 2013) on economic development. According to Ashraf and Galor's (2013) 'out of Africa' hypothesis a settlement's migratory distance from East Africa affects its degree of genetic diversity, which, in turn, has a long-lasting hump-shaped effect on productivity. Because genetic diversity could be endogenous in regressions explaining productivity, they use migratory distance from East Africa as an instrument for genetic diversity.
Overall, considerable imagination and ingenuity have been demonstrated in identifying natural experiments that provide plausible instruments for endogenous regressors in empirical studies of the fundamental determinants of comparative development. This review also highlights how justification for the various instrumentation strategies is based primarily on informal economic theory arguments.
IV estimation and reduced forms
IV estimation is designed to provide consistent estimates when explanatory variables are endogenous, i.e., correlated with the error term in the structural model. Implementation requires the selection of a set of instruments sufficient to ensure identification. To obtain consistent estimates, the instruments need to be exogenous, i.e., uncorrelated with the error term (at least asymptotically), and relevant, i.e., have high (partial) correlations with the endogenous explanatory variables.
Existing cross-country empirical studies of the fundamental determinants of levels of development can be characterized in the following generic framework:
where y is, conventionally, the natural logarithm of income per capita (or output per worker)
or, for earlier historical dates, population density, and X i a m × 1 vector of explanatory variables representing the fundamental determinants and relevant control variables. 4 Subscript i denotes observations for country i.
where X 1i and X 2i are, respectively, m 1 × 1 and m 2 × 1 vectors of endogenous and exogenous determinants of income levels, and α ′ = 1 2 ( ) ′ ′ α α is an appropriately dimensioned parameter vector. In terms of the stochastic error term, ε i , this categorization assumes E(X 1i ε i ) ≠ 0 and E(X 2i ε i ) = 0.
To deal with the endogeneity of X 1i , IV estimation introduces Z i , a p × 1 vector of additional instruments (p ≥ m 1 ) that satisfy exclusion restrictions, i.e., are not included in (Spanos, 2007, p.38) . 6 The crucial exogeneity requirement in (a), without which IV estimates are not consistent, is essentially non-verifiable because of the unobservable nature of the error term. Hence, exclusion restrictions are based on economic theoretical considerations, whether formal or more informal (Acemoglu, 2005) . IV estimation is sometimes characterized as an atheoretical strategy (Deaton, 2010; Heckman and Urzúa, 2010) , in part because only the structural equation of interest, such as equation (1), is usually specified explicitly. However, exclusion restrictions "are motivated by subject matter, that is economic, rather than statistical, knowledge" (Imbens, 2010, p.403) , as is evident from the review in section 2. The most influential studies in the literature on the fundamental determinants of development (e.g., Acemoglu et al., 2001 Acemoglu et al., , 2002 are regarded as providing good examples of historical natural experiments generating quasi-random variation in fundamental determinants (Angrist and Pischke, 2010; Fuchs-Schuendeln and Hassan, 2015) . Judgements on the plausibility of their identification strategies rely primarily on the plausibility of their a priori theoretical arguments. 4 A small minority of studies adopt other measures of development as the dependent variable, either as a complement to examining income per capita, e.g., infant mortality (Feyrer and Sacerdote, 2009 ), or as an alternative, e.g., life expectancy (Knowles and Owen, 2010) or output volatility (Malik and Temple, 2009) . 5 The slowly evolving nature of variables identified as fundamental determinants and the lack of long runs of relevant time-series data lead to reliance on exploiting cross-country variation in a cross-sectional analysis. 6 To simplify the notation, observed variables are assumed to have zero means. These are the relevant finitesample conditions; most formal treatments of the properties of IV estimation focus on the corresponding asymptotic conditions: (a)′: plim(N Z′y) ≠ 0, where Z = (Z 1 , Z 2 , …, Z N )′, X 1 = (X 11 , X 12 , …, X 1N )′, y = (y 1 , y 2 , …, y N )′ and ε = (ε 1 , ε 2 , …, ε N )′ (Spanos, 2007, pp.37-38) .
Statistical considerations are not entirely ignored. If the equation of interest is overidentified, i.e., there are more additional instruments than endogenous explanatory variables (p > m 1 ), then testing for overidentifying restrictions is feasible and commonly implemented. Overidentification tests (Sargan, 1958; Hansen, 1982) implicitly compare whether alternative sets of just-identified IV estimates, corresponding to different subsets of instruments, are equal (Wooldridge, 2010, pp.134-137) . They therefore rely on the untestable validity of sufficient of the instruments to obtain at least exact identification; by themselves, such tests cannot provide definitive evidence on instrument validity, as non-rejection is possible even if none of the instruments is exogenous.
In contrast, assumptions (b)-(d) can be checked directly using observable sample data, but, as Spanos (2006, p.48 ) points out, this is "pitiably inadequate from the statistical viewpoint because there will be thousands of instruments whose sample second moments would seem to satisfy [these requirements]". The implications of using instruments only weakly correlated with the endogenous regressors have received considerable recent attention. If instruments are weak, IV estimates can be badly biased and their finite-sample distribution may be very different from their asymptotic distribution, even for large samples, distorting the size of tests and the coverage of confidence intervals (Stock et al., 2002; Andrews and Stock, 2007). 7 However, as Spanos (2007) emphasizes, weak instrumentation is only one of several potential deviations from the underpinning assumptions of IV estimation; other more basic statistical aspects are largely ignored.
A justification for instrument choice based solely (or primarily) on economic theory is not sufficient for valid inference because (a)-(d) are probabilistic conditions that apply to the vector stochastic process of the observable random variables. " [T] heory-based concepts like structural parameters, structural errors, orthogonality and non-orthogonality conditions, gain statistical 'operational meaning' when embedded into a statistical model specified exclusively in terms of the joint distribution of the observable random variables involved" (Spanos, 2007, p.39, emphasis in original) . In this context, the relevant statistical model, specified in terms of the observable variables, is the full RF, equivalent to the multivariate linear regression (MLR):
7 Consequently, tests of instrument relevance have been proposed (Stock and Yogo, 2005) and inference methods robust to weak instrumentation have been developed (Moreira, 2003; Kleibergen, 2007) .
Equations (2a) and (2b) are, respectively, the RFs for the dependent variable and endogenous right-hand-side variables. B 1 , B 2 , β 1 and β 2 are appropriately dimensioned matrices and vectors of reduced-form parameters. 8 The MLR explicitly considers both the 'first-stage' regression(s) in equation (2b) and the "now rarely considered regression of the variable of interest on the instrument[s]" (Deaton, 2010, p.428) 
in equation (2a).
The MLR/RF provides the framework within which the structural model is embedded. A key insight of Spanos's analysis is that equation (1), subject to E(X 1i ε i ) ≠ 0, E(X 2i ε i ) = 0 and
, is equivalent to imposing restrictions on equation (3), which is a reparameterized version of the reduced form in equation (2):
Spanos proves that imposing the (non-testable) identification restriction γ 0 = 0, in conjunction with B 1 ≠ 0 and β 1 ≠ 0, triggers a reparameterization/restriction on the MLR/RF, maintaining E(X 1i ε i ) ≠ 0 (in contrast to E(X 1i ε 0i ) = 0 in equation (3a)) and E(Z i ε i ) = 0, and with (Spanos, 2007, pp.42-45) .
9 Hence, although E(Z i ε i ) = 0 is not testable, by embedding the structural equation in (1) in the MLR/RF in equation (2), the conditions E(X 1i ε i ) ≠ 0 and E(Z i ε i ) = 0 are 'operationalized' via the reparameterization/ restriction on the MLR/RF; moreover, the derived assumptions in the MLR/RF are testable.
Because the structural model in equation (1) constitutes a reparameterization/restriction of the statistical model, i.e., the MLR/RF, "the statistical adequacy of the latter ensures the reliability of inference in the context of the former" (Spanos, 2007, p.48) . 10 In contrast, misspecification of the MLR/RF model will potentially invalidate IV-based inference.
Consequently, whether inference using an IV strategy is reliable depends on whether the assumptions underlying the MLR/RF, including distributional assumptions in equation (2c), are valid for the observed data being analysed. 11 Inference based on conventional formulae requires normality of the error terms, correct functional form, homoskedasticity, parameter constancy (across the cross-sectional units) and error independence (cross-sectional independence in the case of cross-country data) (Spanos, 2007, variables added to ensure statistical adequacy becoming part of the extended instrument set.
From this perspective, the statistical adequacy of the RF is an essential prerequisite for the testing that conventionally occurs in most IV applications, i.e., testing overidentifying restrictions, testing for weak instruments, Hausman-type exogeneity tests, and, ultimately, inference on the key parameters of interest in the structural model. The results from such tests are potentially misleading if prior testing reveals the MLR/RF to be misspecified. This approach is in stark contrast to common practice in applications of IV estimation, which treats fitting a linear projection in the first-stage regression in equation (2b) as no more than a pure predictive exercise and ignores that the MLR/RF, specified in terms of the joint distribution of the observable variables, provides the framework within which the structural equation is embedded. Although instrument exogeneity is not directly testable, it is reflected in the parameterizations for the structural parameters in the context of the MLR/RF. 10 In the exactly identified case, Spanos (2007, p.55) argues that "the statistical adequacy of the MLR model is sufficient to secure the reliability of inference based on the IV estimators". In the overidentified case, "statistical adequacy of the statistical model is not sufficient"; the overidentifying restrictions also need to be valid. 11 Hendry and Nielsen (2007, p.220 ) make the same point: "The reduced-form assumptions are implied by the structural assumptions, so that if the reduced-form assumptions fail, the structural assumptions fail … If, for instance, the normality assumption fails, then the structural normality assumption … would fail." 12 Other practical recommendations for utilizing information in the RFs are more limited in their scope. Murray (2006) and Angrist and Pischke (2009) suggest checking the signs and statistical significance of reduced-form coefficients, in particular to see if they are at odds with a priori intuition. For the case of a single endogenous explanatory variable in equation (1), Chernozhukov and Hansen (2008) suggest using the equivalent of equation (2a) to conduct valid inference (under the usual assumptions) even if instruments are weak.
Overall, therefore, the bottom line in Spanos's approach is that instrument choice cannot be based solely on theoretical considerations (including the design of natural experiments) but also has an important statistical dimension, i.e., testing for the statistical adequacy of the underlying MLR/RF, which explicitly depends on both the specification of the structural model and the instrumentation strategy. In most fundamental determinants (and growth) studies, the full RF is not usually explicitly reported; some studies report the first-stage regressions for the endogenous explanatory variable(s), i.e., X 1 , but the corresponding reduced form for y is rarely reported. More importantly, testing for misspecification of the RF is not evident in any of the studies. Emphasis on the statistical adequacy of the RF is consistent with Deaton's (2010, p.435) broader argument that "the reduced form … contains substantive information about the relationship between growth and the instruments. … direct consideration of the reduced form is likely to generate productive lines of enquiry".
Testing statistical adequacy
Models in the fundamental determinants literature are highly parsimonious. They vary in terms of what is included in X, which explanatory variables are assumed to be endogenous (i.e., in X 1 ), and the additional instruments included in Z. Brock and Durlauf (2001) emphasize that growth theories are 'open-ended', i.e., the relevance of one growth determinant does not normally preclude the relevance of other potential determinants. This makes choosing relevant instruments difficult; the risk of potential omitted variables, arising from the parsimonious nature of the models, and the likely correlations between these omitted variables and the instruments cast doubt on the exogeneity assumption for the instruments.
Because this assumption is not directly testable, more emphasis on assessment of the statistical adequacy of the embedding statistical model of the observable variables may provide useful insights into the validity of the overall model/instrumentation combinations.
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13 One response to concerns about validity of underlying statistical assumptions is the development and application of Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimation or non-parametric methods, which require less restrictive assumptions. However, as Spanos (2015, p.183) argues, this comes at a price: "weaker premises will always give rise to less precise inferences without any guarantee that they will be more adequate for the particular data, especially when the inference is unduly reliant on asymptotics … Even if one has to rely on asymptotic results, the adequacy of the premises renders such results a lot more reliable for the given n. In contrast, asymptotic properties such as [consistent and asymptotically normal], stemming from nonvalidated premises, provide no guarantee for reliable inferences in practice". In any case, the convention in the In general, this literature places little emphasis on reporting evidence on statistical adequacy. For example, although over 200 regression models are fitted in the studies by Acemoglu et al. (2001) , Easterly and Levine (2003) and Rodrik et al. (2004) , the only diagnostic test reported is a test for overidentifying restrictions and the null is rejected for very few of the different model/instrument combinations considered. Although it has a role to play in helping to assess instrument validity, it seems uncontroversial to argue that it is asking too much of this one test to discriminate between different models. Instead, the response to model uncertainty in these studies is to conduct a robustness/sensitivity analysis by adding control variables, singly or in sets, to regressions that include the key explanatory variable(s) of interest. Without explicit misspecification testing, however, there is no guarantee that all, or indeed any, of these models are statistically adequate.
In a cross-sectional context, the statistical assumptions underlying the MLR/RF in equation (2), on which the standard formulae for the sampling distribution of the 2SLS estimator depend (i.e., normality, homoskedasticity and independence of the error terms, correct functional form, and parameter constancy) can be tested for each of the replicated studies.
Normality of the errors is relevant given the typical sample sizes in this literature (ranging from N = 21 to less than 100 in the regressions examined), precluding appeal to the Central Limit Theorem. Doornik and Hansen's (2008) Heteroskedasticity is widely regarded as a natural feature of cross-sectional data and use of heteroskedastic-consistent standard errors is common (without reporting tests for heteroskedasticity or consideration of whether heteroskedastic-consistent and conventional standard errors differ). However, such standard-error corrections are valid only asymptotically and their finite-sample properties can be unsatisfactory; given the small sample sizes in most of the studies, this is therefore a concern. More importantly, residual heteroskedasticity can be a symptom of model misspecification (e.g., neglected nonlinearity or heterogeneity) rather than heteroskedastic errors (Zietz, 2001; Hendry and Nielsen, 2007, pp.133-134; Sims, 2010;  fundamental determinants literature, including all the studies examined, is to rely on 2SLS estimation, applied to relatively small samples, to fit simple linear-in-parameters models with additive errors and constant parameters across countries. King and Roberts, 2015) . 14 Widespread use of standard-error corrections has tended to lead to this being ignored. properties (Anselin and Florax, 1995) . The LM test reported, denoted LM ρλ , is asymptotically χ 2 (2) distributed under the null of absence of both spatial error and spatial lag dependence, and has good finite-sample properties (Anselin et al., 1996) . and Nielsen, 2007, pp.195-197 
Results
The criteria for selecting studies for replication and examination of RFs are influence, representativeness and ready availability of the relevant data (from authors' and journals' websites). On the basis of these criteria, the studies examined include: Hall and Jones (1999), Table 1 , columns (1) and (2), for a representative model (Hall and Jones, 1999 , Table II , row 3) fitted to a complete data set for 79 countries (which avoids the need to impute data). Heteroskedasticity is evident in the residuals of the fitted RF for ln(Y/L) and there is some evidence of parameter non-constancy, especially for the coefficient on AbsLat. For the RF for SocInf there is evidence of non-normality of the errors, functional form misspecification and parameter non-constancy, as can be seen in the recursive plots in Figure 1 . Lack of spatial dependence is also strongly rejected, which, as later results demonstrate, is a common feature of the studies examined.
Columns (3) and (4) Settler mortality, the instrument for institutional quality proposed by Acemoglu et al. (2001) has been widely adopted by other studies. Table 2 
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Diagnostic tests for the RFs of two representative models from Sachs (2003) , which add an index of malarial ecology (ME) as an instrument to address the endogeneity of malarial risk, are reported in Table 4 . These raise concerns about non-normality, heteroskedasticity and functional form, especially for the RFs for the malarial risk variables, Mal94p (the proportion of the population at risk of malaria transmission in 1994) and Malfal (the proportion at risk of malaria transmission involving the fatal species Plasmodium falciparum). The recursive estimates, as represented by selected plots in Figure 4 , also indicate sometimes severe cases of parameter non-constancy. The lack of statistical adequacy of the RFs is consistent with Sachs' (2003, pp.3-4) concern that "the model … is worryingly oversimplified in any case" and that it is "very doubtful that a process as complex as economic development can possibly be explained by two or three variables alone".
To test Malthusian theory that improvements in technology in the preindustrial era increased population density but not living standards, Ashraf and Galor (2011) fit a number of models explaining population density (pd) for different years (1, 1000 and 1500). The explanatory variables are the (logarithm of the) number of years since the Neolithic transition (yst) and a common set of geographical controls (land productivity, absolute latitude, mean distance to the nearest coast or river, the percentage of land within 100 km of the coast or river, and continent dummies for Africa, Europe and Asia). Although they point out that reverse causality from population density to yst is not a problem, "the OLS estimates of the effect of the time elapsed since the transition to agriculture may suffer from omitted variable bias, reflecting spurious correlations with the outcome variable being examined" (p.2106). To address endogeneity, they use the numbers of prehistoric domesticable species of wild plants and animals from Olsson and Hibbs (2005) to instrument yst, arguing that their only effect on later population density is via their effect on the timing of the Neolithic transition.
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Diagnostic tests corresponding to Ashraf and Galor's IV regressions are reported in Table   5 . As well as population density in different years, they also explore the effects of yst on subsequent technological sophistication, represented in column (9) and (11) by natech1K and natech1, respectively, a non-agricultural technology index in years 1000 and 1. Spatial dependence of the residuals is evident for all models. There is also evidence of non-normality, heteroskedasticity, functional form misspecification and parameter non-constancy. Similar results apply to the RFs for models of population density in which the effect of contemporaneous technology (including both agricultural and non-agricultural technology) is examined, using prehistoric availability of domesticable plants and animal species as instruments, given the latter's role in determining the timing of the Neolithic transition (columns (12)- (15)). Significant diagnostic statistics are also apparent (columns (7) and (8)) for IV estimates of the illustrative version of Ashraf and Galor's model that Spolaore and Wacziarg (2013) report in their review paper.
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Other recent studies that focus on historical or intergenerational factors, such as Chanda and Putterman (2007), Wacziarg (2009), Putterman and Weil (2010) and 23 Galor (2011, p. 2016) express the view that "variations in land productivity and other geographical characteristics are inarguably exogenous to the cross-country variation in population density" (emphasis added). This is perhaps surprising given the emphasis on potential omitted variables as a source of endogeneity for yst; omitted variables may also be correlated with the geographical controls, which would potentially bias OLS estimates for all the coefficients. 24 The version of the model fitted by Spolaore and Wacziarg includes different geographical control variables (absolute latitude, percentage of land area in the tropics, landlocked dummy and an island dummy). These are therefore included with the additional instruments, the number of prehistoric wild grasses and the number of prehistoric domesticable large mammals, in the instrument set appearing in each RF. Easterly and Levine (2013) are also less concerned with reverse causation and place more emphasis on reporting OLS estimates of equation (1). 25 If E(X i ε i ) = 0, then direct examination of statistical adequacy of the single-equation OLS estimates would be appropriate. From this perspective, Table 6 reports diagnostic test results for a selection of illustrative models, explaining the logarithm of per capita income in 2005 (lpci05), reported in Spolaore and Wacziarg (2013) . Following Putterman and Weil (2010) and Easterly and Levine (2013) , the models relating to columns (1) and (2) include ancestry-adjusted years of agriculture and ancestry-adjusted state history respectively, whereas columns (3), (4) and (5) include the share of descendants of Europeans. Following Spolaore and Wacziarg (2009) , the models relating to columns (6), (7) and (8) include genetic distance, as a proxy for a wide range of intergenerationally transmitted characteristics. Although the normality, heteroskedasticity and RESET tests give less cause for concern, there is consistent evidence of spatial dependence and apparent parameter non-constancy (although less dramatic than in some of the earlier studies considered).
Ashraf and Galor (2013) regress the logarithm of population density in 1500 (lnpd1500 in Table 7 ), as a proxy for historical productivity, on observed genetic diversity, while controlling for the timing of the Neolithic transition (yst), the percentage of arable land (arable), absolute latitude (AbsLat), land suitability for agriculture (agsuit) and continent fixed effects. The initial results are for a limited sample of 21 countries for which the required data can be compiled. Ashraf and Galor instrument observed genetic diversity using migratory distance from East Africa (mdistAddis). To test the hump-shaped effect of genetic diversity on productivity, they also include genetic diversity squared in their model; following Wooldridge (2010, p.267), they use the squared value of predicted genetic diversity (divhatsq), from a preliminary regression of diversity on migration distance and controls, as an additional instrument.
Diagnostic tests corresponding to estimates in Ashraf and Galor's Table 2 , columns (5) and (6) are reported in Table 7 . Because of the small sample size, the HeteroX tests cannot be calculated. However, the other diagnostics reveal relatively few problems; apart from marginal heteroskedasticity in the RF for genetic diversity, the only other potential problem is the multivariate RESET result, which is significant despite the individual equations passing this test. Adding continental dummies (in their Table 2 , column (6)) appears to cause problems with the assumption of normal errors. The RFs ((for both models) display less evidence of parameter non-constancy than the RFs from any of the other studies considered, and this is the only study considered for which there is little evidence of spatial dependence of the residuals. Although the small sample results in relatively wide confidence bands, most coefficients are statistically significant over the full range of recursive samples, as illustrated in the plots for the RF for diversity (for Ashraf and Galor's Table 2 , column 5) in Figure 5 .
However, the replicated models from Ashraf and Galor's (2013) study are the exception. In general, diagnostic testing of the RFs in these representative studies of the fundamental determinants of development provides evidence of varying degrees of failure of the underlying assumptions upon which conventional inference is based, which is suggestive of model misspecification and a need to amend the original models. Even if we discount concerns over heteroskedasticity as a possible indicator of misspecification and are prepared to rely on corrections to standard errors as a default (even though sample sizes are not large in these studies), parameter non-constancy and spatial dependence in the residuals are almost ubiquitous, while several models also show some evidence of non-normality or functional form misspecification.
All the empirical studies of the fundamental determinants of development adopt a broadly similar approach, i.e., fitting simple, essentially static, highly parsimonious models with explanatory variables that are potentially endogenous, due to reverse causation (as with institutions) and/or omitted variables. Despite the ingenuity displayed in identifying plausible natural experiments delivering quasi-random variation in the fundamental determinants, the highly parsimonious nature of the models makes it difficult to come up with statistically adequate
RFs. The open-ended nature of growth theories (Brock and Durlauf, 2001 ) also applies, if to a lesser degree, to the list of potential fundamental determinants (including different dimensions of institutional quality, as well as historical, geographical and biological factors), so it is difficult to ensure that all relevant variables are included in the model. As these variables are not usually orthogonal, omitted variables bias is a potentially serious problem.
Spatial dependence appears to be an almost universal feature of the residuals from the fitted models. Given the cross-country nature of the data, this is perhaps not a surprise, but it is a feature of the statistical models that has been almost entirely neglected. The only exception is a robustness analysis in the online appendix for Ashraf and Galor's (2013) baseline sample in which a correction for spatial autocorrelation is applied to the standard errors. None of the studies attempts to model spatial dependence explicitly in the structural equation.
The apparent lack of parameter constancy in these studies is related to concerns expressed by Deaton (2010) that equations in the growth and development literature, such as equation (1), are really not structural equations in which the parameters are constant. Instead, Deaton argues that variation in the parameters across cross-sectional units is likely and is affected by the choice of instruments. If parameter heterogeneity across countries is relevant, the focus shifts to estimating a local average treatment effect, which requires stronger assumptions (e.g., Angrist and Pischke, 2009, pp. 152-158) . However, rejection of the null of parameter constancy does not necessarily imply acceptance of the alternative of varying parameters (in an otherwise appropriately specified model), because apparent parameter non-constancy is often a symptom of a misspecified model (Hendry, 1995) . Alternatively, parameter heterogeneity across different countries at different stages of development is consistent with evidence from panel time-series estimation of production relationships in different countries (Eberhardt and Teal, 2014) . This interpretation suggests that the effects of the fundamental determinants are likely to vary at different stages of development.
Conclusions
Empirical analysis in the growing literature on the fundamental determinants of crosscountry comparative development relies heavily on 2SLS estimation of structural parameters in highly parsimonious models. In attempting to address potential endogeneity problems, several studies have proposed ingenious instruments. As emphasized by Acemoglu (2005) and Imbens (2010) Empirically identifying the fundamental determinants of long-run development is an ambitious research agenda, made doubly difficult by the long spans of time over which the relevant processes operate and by the lack of long runs of relevant time-series data. One possible interpretation of the lack of statistical adequacy for parsimonious models based on relatively narrowly defined sets of explanatory variables and instruments fitted to crosssectional data is that these models are just too simple. Important factors (multiple fundamental determinants, different dimensions of the various determinants, interactions, dynamics and nonlinearities) may be missing. The more plausible instruments based on quasi-random variation from natural experiments may well be based on sound theoretical arguments, but the statistical adequacy of the empirical models may be undermined by the overly simplistic nature of these models. In addition, evidence of parameter non-constancy, whether symptomatic of misspecification and/or reflecting heterogeneity in responses across countries, and hidden spatial dependence in cross-section data require more attention than they have previously received.
Overall, there appear to be sufficient concerns about the statistical adequacy of the IV regressions fitted in most existing fundamental determinants studies to cast doubt on the reliability of such parsimonious models to identify the fundamental determinants of development, notwithstanding the ingenious nature of many of the instruments used. On a more positive note, further investigation of the reasons for apparent parameter non-constancy and explicit modelling of cross-section dependence offer avenues for potential additional insights. [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] . TxCy denotes the model in Table x , Column y of Acemoglu et al. (2001 Notes: Dependent variable in all models is the logarithm of per capita income in 2005 (lpci05). All OLS regressions include a common set of control variables: absolute latitude, percentage of land area in the tropics, landlocked dummy, island dummy. Additional exogenous regressors for each column are: (1) ancestry-adjusted years of agriculture; (2) ancestry-adjusted state history; (3) share of dependants of Europeans, ancestry-adjusted years of agriculture; (4) share of dependants of Europeans, ancestry-adjusted state history; (5) share of dependants of Europeans, F ST weighted genetic distance to the US (current); (6) F ST genetic distance to the US (1500 match); (7) F ST weighted genetic distance to the US (current); (8) F ST weighted genetic distance to the US (current), share of dependants of Europeans. TxCy denotes the model in Table x , Column y of Spolaore and Wacziarg (2013) . See text for explanation of diagnostic tests; suffix 'p' denotes p-value. β = 0.25 in the spatial weights matrix. Notes: Dependent variables: lnpd1500 is the natural log of population density in 1500; Div is (observed) genetic diversity and DivSq is its square. TxCy denotes the model in Table x , Column y of Ashraf and Galor (2013) . Instrument sets: Exogenous regressors: log of Neolithic transition timing; log percentage of arable land; log absolute latitude; log land suitability for agriculture (in all models); continent dummies (Africa, Europe, Americas) in T2C6; Additional instruments (in all models): migratory distance from East Africa (mdistAddis); predicted genetic diversity squared (based on regression of genetic diversity on migratory distance and all second-stage control variables) (divhatsq). See text for explanation of diagnostic tests; suffix 'p' denotes pvalue. NF = not feasible due to small sample. β = 0.1 in spatial weighting matrix. 
